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AbstratWe give a dual pair of linear programs for a min-max result of Mader desribing the maximum number ofedge-disjoint T -paths in a graph G = (V;E) with T � V . We onlude that there exists a polynomial-timealgorithm (based on the ellipsoid method) for �nding a maximum number of T -paths in a apaitated graph,where the number of T -paths using an edge does not exeed the apaity of that edge.Keywords: disjoint paths, path paking, ellipsoid method



1 IntrodutionLet G = (V;E) be a graph and T � V a set of terminals. A T -path is a path in G onneting di�erentverties of T . Let �(G; T ) denote the maximum number of edge-disjoint T -paths in G.A T -subpartition in G is a set P of jT j disjoint subsets of V , eah ontaining exatly one vertex fromT . If P is a T -subpartition in G then we denote the set of onneted omponents of G n [P by C(P). Fortwo disjoint sets U1; U2 � V , we denote by ÆG(U1; U2) the set of edges from G with one endpoint in U1 andthe other in U2. We write dG(U1; U2) for jÆG(U1; U2)j and ÆG(U), dG(U) for ÆG(U; V n U) and dG(U; V n U)respetively. If the graph G is lear from the ontext, the subsripts G are left out. If P is a T -subpartitionin G, then the number of omponents U in C(P) with dG(U) odd (these will be referred to as odd omponentsof P) is denoted q(P). It is lear that�(G; T ) � 1=2minf(XP2P dG(P ))� q(P) j P a T -subpartition of Gg;sine every T -path has to leave one element and enter another element of the T -subpartition P , whereas forevery odd omponent of P there is at least one edge entering it (this edge has its other end in an element ofP) that is not used in any path of a olletion of edge-disjoint T -paths. De�ne�(G; T ) := 1=2minf(XP2P dG(P ))� q(P) j P a T -subpartition of Gg:Note that �(G; T ) is equal to PP;Q2P dG(P;Q) +PU2C(P)bdG(U)=2. Mader [4℄ proved the following min-max relation for the maximum number of T -paths in a graph G = (V;E).Theorem 1.1 (Mader) For a graph G = (V;E) and set of terminals T � V ,�(G; T ) = �(G; T )In this note, we will show that the above min-max relation an be interpreted as strong duality for twodual linear programs having integer optimal solutions. We will show that it is possible to separate over thefeasible region of the primal problem in polynomial time. This implies that there exists a polynomial timealgorithm (using the ellipsoid method) for �nding a maximum number of edge-disjoint T -paths in a graph3



with a apaity funtion  : E ! ZZ+, suh that at most (e) of the paths use edge e for every e 2 E (themin-max result remains valid for this ase, sine one an simply replae an edge e with apaity (e) by (e)parallel edges). The question whether a ombinatorial polynomial time algorithm for this problem existsremains open. The unapaitated ase however is a speial ase of linear matroid mathing, f. [2℄, andtherefore it an be solved by a ombinatorial algorithm, f. [3℄.2 Linear programming formulationLet T � V be a set of terminals in the graph G = (V;E), where V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng. Let T denote theset of 1=2jT j(jT j � 1) ordered pairs f(u; v) j u; v 2 T; u < vg, and let E� denote the set of 2jEj orderedpairs f(i; j) j fi; jg 2 Eg. To enode a olletion of edge-disjoint T -paths we will use binary vetorsx = (xuvij )(u;v)2T(i;j)2E� of dimension jEjjT j(jT j � 1), where xuvij = 1 indiates that in the olletion there is aT -path between u; v 2 T with u < v, whih, when it is oriented from u to v, uses edge fi; jg 2 E in thediretion from i to j. Now, it is not diÆult to see that �(G; T ) is equal to the optimal value of the followinginteger program.max 1=2 X(u;v)2TXj2V (xuvuj � xuvju + xuvjv � xuvvj ) s.t.X(u;v)2TXj2V (xuvij � xuvji ) = X(v;u)2TXj2V (xvuij � xvuji ) 8u 2 T; 8i 2 V n TX(u;v)2T (xuvij + xuvji ) � 1 8fi; jg 2 EX(u;v)2T Xfi;jg2Æ(X)(xuvij + xuvji ) � d(X)� 1 8X � V n T with d(X) oddxuvij 2 f0; 1g 8(u; v) 2 T ; 8(i; j) 2 E�In the above integer program, the equality onstraints an be viewed as ow onservation onstraints: theysay that for every terminal u and every non-terminal vertex i, there are equally many u{(T n fug) pathsentering i and leaving i in a system of T -paths. The onstraints of the seond type are apaity onstraints:they say that paths in a system of T -paths are edge-disjoint. The onstraints of the third type are theodd-set onstraints: they say that at least one edge from every odd ut Æ(X), with X � V nX , is not used4



by any path in a system of edge-disjoint T -paths. These onstraints are superuous in the integer program,but will imply integrality for the linear programming relaxation.Next, we onsider the linear programming relaxation of the above integer program: we allow the variablesxuvij to take values in IR+ rather than just in f0; 1g. In addition, we introdue nonnegative slak variables yefor every e = fi; jg 2 E (orresponding to the apaity onstraints). Now ye = 1 means that edge e is notused (in either diretion) by a feasible solution. The resulting linear program an be rewritten as follows.max 1=2Xu2T zuu s.t.X(u;v)2TXj2V (xuvij � xuvji )� X(v;u)2TXj2V (xvuij � xvuji ) = zui 8u 2 T; 8i 2 Vzui = 0 8u 2 T; 8i 2 V n TX(u;v)2T (xuvij + xuvji ) + ye = 1 8e = fi; jg 2 EXe2Æ(X) ye � 1 8X � V n T with d(X) oddxuvij ; xuvji ; ye � 0 8(u; v) 2 T ; 8e = fi; jg 2 Ezui 2 IR 8u 2 T; 8i 2 V:The dual of the above linear program is the following.min Xe2E �e � XX�V nT odd�X s.t.�e + �ui � �uj � �vi + �vj � 0 8(u; v) 2 T ; 8e = fi; jg 2 E�uu = �1=2 8u 2 T�uv = 0 8u; v 2 T; u 6= v�e � XX�V nT odd: e2Æ(X)�X � 0 8e = fi; jg 2 E�X � 0 8X � V n T odd�e; �ui 2 IR 8e 2 E; 8u 2 T; 8i 2 VIt an be shown that the optimal value �(G; T ) of a Mader-dual is greater or equal to the optimal value ofthe above dual linear program. Indeed, if we are given an optimal T -partition P , where the element of Pontaining u 2 T is denoted Pu, then a feasible solution for the dual linear program an be de�ned from it5



as follows.�uu = �1=2 8u 2 T�uv = 0 8u; v 2 T; u 6= v�ui = 1=2 8i 2 Pu n fug�ui = 0 8i 2 V n Pu�X = 1=2 8X 2 C(P) odd�X = 0 otherwise�e = 1 8e = fi; jg 2 Æ(P1; P2); P1; P2 2 P with P1 6= P2�e = 1=2 8e = fi; jg 2 Æ(P;X); P 2 P ; X 2 C(P)�e = 0 otherwiseWith these hoies for the values of the variables, the value of the dual program is equal to the value �(G; T )of the given optimal T -partition. Beause �(G; T ) is obviously smaller than or equal to the optimal value ofthe primal program, Mader's theorem proves that the above linear programs have integer optimal solutions,and that their optimal value is �(G; T ).Now, to see that it is possible to separate in polynomial time over the feasible region of the primal linearprogram, it suÆes to prove that one an separate in polynomial time over the polyhedronfy 2 IRE+ j y(Æ(X)) � 18X � V n T with d(X) odd g:Separating over this polyhedron amounts to �nding an odd ut of minimum apaity in a apaitated graph,whih an be done in strongly polynomial time ([5℄). By the ellipsoid method (f [1℄), it is also possible tooptimize over the feasible region of the primal linear program in polynomial time, and hene to determine�(G; T ) for a given graph G in polynomial time. Consequently, an optimal system of edge-disjoint T -pathsin G an be found in polynomial time (for example by iteratively deleting edges as long as this does notredue the �-value of the graph).After seeing the above LP-formulation, both A. Shrijver [6, page 1285℄ and A. Seb}o [7℄ (independently)suggested a more onise LP-formulation for Mader's edge disjoint T -paths problem, whih is worth men-6



tioning.�(G; T ) = max 1=2Xt2T x(Æ(t)) s:t:0 � xe � 1 8e 2 Ex(Æ(X)) � d(X)� 1 8X � V n T with d(X) oddx(Æ(t)) � x(Æ(X)) 8t 2 T; 8X � V with X \ T = ftgA short proof of this identity, and of the fat that it is possible to separate in polynomial time over thefeasible region of this linear program, appears in [6, page 1285℄.Referenes[1℄ M. Gr�otshel, L. Lov�asz, and A. Shrijver, The ellipsoid method and its onsequenes in ombinatorialoptimization, Combinatoria 1 (1981), no. 2, 169{197. MR 84a:90044[2℄ L. Lov�asz, Matroid mathing and some appliations, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 28 (1980), no. 2, 208{236.MR 82g:05038[3℄ , The matroid mathing problem, Algebrai methods in graph theory, Vol. I, II (Szeged, 1978),North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1981, pp. 495{517. MR 84h:05033[4℄ W. Mader, �Uber die Maximalzahl kantendisjunkter A-Wege, Arh. Math. (Basel) 30 (1978), no. 3, 325{336. MR 80a:05121[5℄ Manfred W. Padberg and M. R. Rao, Odd minimum ut-sets and b-mathings, Math. Oper. Res. 7 (1982),no. 1, 67{80. MR 84e:05063[6℄ A. Shrijver, Combinatorial optimization, �rst ed., Algorithms and Combinatoris, vol. 24, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2003, Polyhedra and EÆieny.[7℄ A. Seb}o, personal ommuniation. 7


